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Abstract
ThePortof Singapore
is oneof the busiestandmostefficient
portsin the world.Fastandefficientshipplanning
whichis the
generation
of schedules
for containershipdischarging
andloadingis an important
determinant
in ensuringthe competitiveness
of the port. Thisis a complex
taskof generating
schedules
to
meet,as far as possible,planning
guidelinessuchas optimizing
equipment
use whilerespectingnumerous
constraints.Wedescribein this paperan interactiveintelligentplanning
tool which
assists human
plannersin planningsuchschedules.
Introduction
This report describesthe Ship PlanningSystem(SPS),
fielded applicationat the Port of Singapore’s
container
terminal whichschedulescontainer ship dischargingand
loadingoperations.
Thephmningtool includes a comprehensive
graphics interface whichreducesthe workloadof the humanplanner
by taking over moremundane
ship planningtasks such as
trackingmultipleplans(or scenarios)exploredfor a container ship or performing
constraintverificationduring
planning.In addition, it incorporatesan automated
planner capableof generatingits ownschedules,completing
partial schedulesgeneratedby human
planners andgenerating partial schedulesto a point wherehuman
intervention
is required.
Theneedfor humanintervention stemsfromthe fact
that, as an operationalsystem,not only mustthe automated plannerperformat close to expertlevel in termsof
speedandquality, it mustalso be capableof deferringto
a human
counterpart,in an interactive fashion,decisions
that it cannotmake.
Human
intervention requires that whenautomatedplanningfails to complete
a schedule,the state of the planis
intelligible to the human
plannerso that he can quickly
apply remedialmeasures.This implies a designapproach
that allowsthe automated
plannerto reasonin a similar

fashionto human
plannersby the use of heuristics andreasoningat multiplelevels of abstraction.
Wehave therefore adopteda knowledge-based
design approachwherethe emphasisis placedon explicitly representingthe objects manipulatedandon the reasoningused
by a human
plannerin his task.
This approachhas beenused successfullyin our system.
The domain
When
a containership arrives at the port,, containershave
to be dischargedand loaded. Thechief pieces of equipment
necessaryare cranesandtranstainers. Containeroperations
at the ship are handledby cranes whichmovealong the
length of the wharf.Containers,duringtheir stay in the
port are stackedin a storagearea, known
as the yard
wherethey are handledby transtainers. Truckscarry containers between
transtainersandcranes(Fig. 1).
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Figure1. Simplifiedschematicof the yard anda ship.
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Main design

¯ The task of humanplanners is to generate schedules respecting numerousconstraints such as:
¯ precedences which exist between container operations
because of the way containers are stacked on board ship
¯ crane/transtainer clearances
¯ ship trim and stability
¯ special precedenceconstraints resulting from the need
to movetransit containers from one part of the ship to
another.
¯ liming constraints resulting from containers connecting
with other container ships.
At the same time the schedule must complyas far as
possible with planning guidelines such as:
¯ minimizing the time needed to complete operations
¯ minimizing crane and transtainer movement
¯ minimizingthe breaking up of logical groupings of operations.
The process of ship planning involves the following
steps:
¯ compilation of planning information into a stowage
summary(Fig. 2)
¯ allocating (or splitting) containers amongstthe cranes
resulting in a split
¯ simulation (or sequencing) of the operations while verifying constraints.
Duringsplitting and sequencing, any constraint violation encounteredis resolved by relaxing either the constraint or anotherconflicting constraint or guideline.
Usually, manyattempts at splitting and sequencingare
required before a workableplan is produced.

Based on results acquired from a 3-monthknowledgeacquisition period with humanplanners followed by a prototyping phase of another 4 months,the maintasks identified in the design of a final delivery systemwere:
¯ to design an architecture to support interactive planning;
¯ to develop a representation of physical objects manipulated by humanplanners during planning such as cranes
and containers;
¯ to model and automate the planning process. [Chew,
Gill &Lui 1989].
An interactive approach to automated planning
As mentionedin the introduction, humanintervention is a
necessary componentto the planning process.
Onereason is that the humanplanner is eventually accountable for any compromisesin a plan and must be able
to guide the automatedplanner in afoitration betweencontlicting constraints. In manycases, only a humancan accomplish this role. He mayhave to decide whether a partitular constraint violation can be ignoredif it is foundto
jeopardize the quality of the plan severely. :
Anotherreason is that it is impossible to enumeratead
hoc constraints arising from unforeseenoperational considerations which often occur.
Finally, given the complexityof the domain,the initial
delivery system cannot be expected to perform at expert
level at all times. In fact, a significant amountof refinement by the humanplanner is expected. The delivery of a
’black box’ whoseworkings are comprehensible only by
its designers and whichtherefore requires their intervention in the event of an unsatisfactory plan wouldhave condemnedthe planning tool to failure.
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Figure 2. A simplified example of a stowage summary.
The bold line partitions (or splits) the blocks of containers between,in this case, two cranes
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Representation for ship planning
Object oriented techniques
were used to facilitate the implementationof an extensive graphic user interface and
the representation of the complexreal world objects manipulated by humanplanners during planning. These techniques help manageprogram complexity through high-level data abstractions while providing for a high degree of
code reusability.
Objects represented in SPS include:
¯ objects representing the physical structure of the ship
such as bays, superstructures, etc.
¯ objects used to construct a schedule such as cranes, containers and blocks of containers
¯ constraints imposedon objects whichhave to be verified as they are scheduled such as precedenceor crane

clearance.
Our representation of blocks enables the system to model the capability of humanplanners of scheduling large
blocks of containers and resorting to scheduling with
smaller blocks whena constraint violation is to be resolved. This is solved in our system by organizing blocks
into a tree hierarchy(Fig.3).

level of detail
bay, operation type (i.e.
whether load or discharge)
bay, operation type, row
bay, operation type, row,
category (i.e. wh&herthe
contkiner is refrigerated,
dangerous etc.)

modification of existing code. This frameworkallows
quick exploration of the use of the different heuristics in
solving constraint violations.
Modelingof the planning process
Wedescribe in this section our modelof problemsolving
as observed in humanplanning. This modelis madeup of
three hierarchical levels: interface, splitter and sequencer
(Fig.4). The latter two levels form the automatedplanner.
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Figure 3. The block hierarchy.

Eachlevel of the hierarchy correspondsto a set of container characteristics. Eachblock at a given level is
formedby containers having the same values of these characteristics. Containersat the next lowerlevel are formed
by breaking blocks of the level into sub-blocks by the addition of supplementarycontainer characteristics. The
lowest level of blocks (leaf blocks) consist often of one
container. All constraints in our systemare indexed by
these blocks thus significantly limiting the constraints
consideredduring verification. Since the leaf blocks of a
non-leaf block can potentially be workedin any order, the
verification can return violated, not violated at~or possibly violated constraints. A possibly violated constraint is
an indication to the planner (humanor otherwise) that
planning oughtto be done at a lower level.
Finally, the ease of indexingproceduresby data structures provided by object oriented programmingtechniques
is exploited in our systemto enable a high degree of maintainability. In effect, a significant amountof the automated planner’s code involves the implementationof numerous humanplanner heuristics for handling constraint violations. Instead of implementingthese heuristics in the
form of a few monolithic procedures, each handling violations for different types of constraints, the codefor the
implementationof these heuristics are factored out into
manageablechunks indexed by each type of constraint. The
addition of a newconstraint requires only the addition of
new code implementinga required set of behaviors (or
methodsin object oriented terminology) rather than the
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Figure 4. Architecture of the planning tool

Interface
The interface’s mainscreen is an electronic equivalent of
the pen and paper version previously used by humanplanners. It allows the user to manuallyschedulethe ship at
varying levels of detail fromalmost container level to
bigger block sizes. It compilesand presents plan characteristics of all plans exploredby the user. At any one time,
the interface displays the current plan on whichthe user
can manuallyschedule operations; any constraint violation
is highlighted during this process. In this case, the human
planner then overrides or corrects the constraint violation
by modifyingthe existing schedule.

Sequencer
The sequenceraccepts as input a split and schedules it to
discover any constraint violations. It incorporates a series
of moduleswhichsearch for alternative schedules in the
event of a constraint violation. Eachmoduleincorporates
heuristics for localizing the search to specific cranes and
blocks. Solutions found (none if no modulecan be applied) together with the constraint violation are returned
to the splitter whichdecides to pursue or abandonthe
plan.
Splitter
Thesplitter consists of:
¯ a split generator whichallocates containers to cranes
¯ a diagnosis unit whichhandles constraint violations detected whenthis split is scheduledby the sequencer
¯ a mechanismfor noticing plan failure during automated
planning.
The split generator implements humanplanner heuristics in the form of established proceduresand practices
for allocating containers to cranes based on an analysis of
the distribution of containers in a ship. In addition, the
split generatorreceives a set of splitting directives. These
are used to force relaxation of planning guidelines during
split generation.
Initially, whena partially scheduledplan is submitted
to the splitter by the humanplanner, there are no splitting directives and only planningguidelines are used, resuiting in ’ideal’ splits in whichplanningguidelines are
closely adhered to. Suchsplits are rarely workableand
cause constraint violations whenscheduled by the sequencer. Theseviolations are reported to the diagnostic unit.
The diagnostic unit consists of a repertoire of constraint
violation fixing methods. Each methodimplementsa set
of heuristics for correcting a specific type of constraint violation such as crane clearance or tight connection. The
output of each methodis a set of additional splitting directives to be used in the next cycle of split generation.
Plan failure is noticed by the splitter whenno method
can be found by the diagnostic unit to resolve a constraint
violation or whenthe sameconstraint violation is encountered twice by the diagnostic unit. In such cases, the constraint violation is reported to the humanplanner.

Relation to other work
Oneof the major constraints of the project was to deliver
an operational systemwithin two years. Given the short
period of time available, one of the options was to study
the use of AI work in planning and especially, domainindependent planners based on NOAH
[Sacerdoti 1975] and

ABSTRIPS
[Nilsson 1980] in the hope that they could
eventually be applied to our problem. However,current
research ([Swartout 1988], [Chapman1987]) indicates that
a significant amountof reformulation and rigorous reconstruction of such workis still needed.Until this is done,
wefeel that it will be difficult to apply this workto the
solution of our problemwithin our time frame.
Our problem solving approach resembles the approaches
taken in the work on MOLGEN
[Stefik 1981] and ISIS
[Fox 1986]in that constraints are explicitly represented
and manipulated.
Wefound that indexing constraints by the objects that
they are associated with was a useful techniquein limiting the amountof computation. Similarly, indexing the
problem solving procedures by the constraints was most
natural. However,we have not formulated problem solving behavior in our systemas a constraintdirected search
since humanplanner heuristics are best represented as procedures.

User interface
All user interface software in SPSis based on an object
oriented library of graphics routines whichsimplify code
maintenanceand enforce interface uniformity throughout
the system. This library was developedin Objective-C1, a
hybrid object oriented C, giving a flavor of Smalltalk-80
to standard C. Wealso developed a package which elegantly allowsthe transparent use of these -libraries in Lisp
based applications. The packageparses the graphic library
source files and defines Flavors and Flavor-methodsencapsulating interface code dealing with type translation details between Objective-Cand Lisp and vice-versa. Such an
approach ensures:
¯ user interface consistency across all Lisp and ObjectiveC based applications
¯ programmersonly need learn one model of graphical user interface
¯ high graphic performancein the Lisp based applications
since the underlying languageis C and the interface layer is negligible in overhead
¯ centralized maintenanceof only one set of libraries.

Criteria for success
Oneof the maincriteria that gaugesthe success of SIS is
the system’s ability to reduce the current eight-hour clos-

10bjective-C is a trademark of the Stepstone Corporation.

ing time. This closing time is the cutoff time by which
all containers to be loaded on a ship are to be declaredin
order to give sufficient planning time to the humanplanners. To exporters, a reduction in closing time is considered as an improvementin the port’s services. Muchof
the closing time in the current procedureis spent in planning the discharging and loading operations and in data
transcription between humanand computer and vice-versa.
The aim of SPS is to reduce the planning time by 50%and
the data transcription to a negligible amount.This will
then allow a shorter closing time.
In addition, the volumeof container traffic is increasing
at a rate whichwill soonoutstrip the capacity of skilled
planners using the current methods. A shorter planning
time enabled by the use of SPSwill enable humanplanners to cope with the increased work-load.

Payoff so far
The introduction of SPSrepresents a major change in the
established workingstyle and habits of the planners. The
systemis being phasedinto their workin a gradual manner. Neverthelessresults so far are very encouraging.Version 1 of SPSentered operation in June 1988. This version
incorporatedall the user interface tools but only parts of
the automatedplanner, notably the sequenceran.d not the
splitter. By November
1988it was assisting in the planning of 21%of the container ships calling at the port
(130 out of 600 in November1988). These are mostly the
simpler cases wherethe humanplanners have gained sufficient confidencein the planningtool. In these cases SPS
has enabled the planning time to be reduced to less than
50%of that previously needed, allowing the planners
more time on complexcases. Almostall of the computer
generated schedules were used without amendmentin operations. Thecurrent plan is to increase the proportionof
cases planned with SPS by 10%per month and to have the
system plan progressively more complexcases.
Version 2 of SPS whichincorporates the fully automated planner will be delivered for user testing by end January 1989after whichit will be phasedinto operational
use.
A side-benefit of the developmenteffort has been the
formalizing of the planning methodsused by humanplanners. This allows the study of these methodsfor the purpose of improvement.
In addition, SPS ensures a minimumplan quality which
the humanplanner can try to improve upon by exploring
modificationsto the basic plan using the intelligent graphic user interface provided.

Costs
The project has a budget of US$1.5million. So far, 19
person years of developmenteffort has been spent. The
project team has grownto 13 members.The team includes
an experienced ship planner whohas been involved fulltime since the inception of the project.

Conclusion
SPSis of strategic importanceto the Port of Singaporein
its attempt to maintain its competitivenessand to meet
the challenge of increasing container shipping volumein
the 1990s. Thefirst half year of fielding has yielded very
encouragingresults. Not only is it becominga key component in the overall port automationeffort, it is also a
show-casein illustrating howartificial intelligence can
be applied in an area of strategic economicvalue to Singapore.
Froma technical viewpoint, SPS constitutes an innovative use of interactive hierarchical planningand object oriented techniques in a complexreal world problem.
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